Background {#Sec1}
==========

Next-generation sequencing usually refers to massively parallel high-throughput DNA sequencing technologies that can sequence millions of small DNA fragments at the same time \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Next-generation sequencing has developed rapidly and is used in a diverse range of biological investigations, such as quantification of gene expression, polymorphism and mutation discovery, microRNA profiling, and genome-wide mapping of protein-DNA interaction \[[@CR3]--[@CR8]\]. Next-generation sequencing costs much less than conventional Sanger sequencing techniques because its high-throughput capacity enables a much higher degree of parallelism and much smaller reaction volumes \[[@CR7], [@CR9]\]. On the other hand, next-generation sequencing produces large numbers of short-read-length sequences \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\], which are difficult to correctly and fully assemble \[[@CR12]\]. In addition, the error rates for next-generation sequencing are often higher than those for conventional Sanger sequencing, which negatively impacts downstream genomic analyses that use next-generation sequencing data \[[@CR7], [@CR9], [@CR13], [@CR14]\]. Therefore, before genomic analyses can be performed, quality assessment of the next-generation sequencing reads is essential \[[@CR15]\]. These assessments include measuring intrinsic quality metrics (FastQC) \[[@CR16]\], sequence coverage, sequence error rates, and paired-end, fragment-size distributions \[[@CR15], [@CR17]\].

Different approaches to estimating sequence error rates have been proposed, with or without the use of a reference genome. Bullard et al. \[[@CR18]\] aligned the sequencing reads to a reference genome to obtain the numbers of uniquely mapped reads with 0, 1, or 2 mismatches, and the per-read sequencing error rate was calculated as the proportion of reads with at least one error. This mismatch counting approach assumed that reads with 0 mismatch had no errors and reads with 1 or 2 mismatches were errors but not polyphorphisms \[[@CR7]\]. Also, this approach depends on a well-established reference, which might not be available when sequencing a new genome \[[@CR17]\]. The error correction tools based on *k*-mer \[[@CR15], [@CR19]--[@CR25]\] can also provide estimations for sequencing error rates. These approaches are reference free and less sensitive to errors that occur due to polymorphisms \[[@CR26]\]. However, since the *k*-mer-based approaches usually involve computing the frequencies of all distinct sub-strings of length *k* appearing in the sequence, these approaches are computationally demanding and require a large amount of computer memory, making it difficult for them to process reads from large genomes \[[@CR27]--[@CR29]\].

Recently, Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] developed a novel approach called shadow regression to estimate short sequencing read error rates without a reference genome. These authors observed that the number of shadows due to sequencing errors increases linearly with the number of reads sequenced. The per-read error rate was defined as the proportion of reads containing sequencing errors among all the reads in a sample. A linear regression model was employed to assess the error rates (details will be reviewed in the Method section). However, in practice, the linear assumption for the relationship between the number of reads sequenced and the number of reads that contain errors might not be appropriate for all types of sequence data (see the sample data from \[[@CR7]\], Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). In these situations, the shadow regression based on a linear assumption might lead to a biased estimation of the sequencing error rates.

Therefore, in this study, we proposed an empirical approach to estimate the sequencing error rates that uses cubic smoothing spline and robust smoothing spline methods to model the relationship between the number of reads sequenced and the number of reads that contain errors. We took the per-read error rate used by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] and redefined it as a function of the read counts. We also defined a sample per-read error rate as the median of the per-read error rates obtained using different numbers of read counts and corresponding fitted counts of reads containing errors. To better investigate the performance of the proposed approach, we developed a frequency-based simulation approach based on the sequencing reads from real data sets that mimics the non-linear relationship between the numbers of reads sequenced and the numbers of reads that contain errors more realistically than the Wang et al.'s simulation approch. We performed the simulation studies using sequence sample data from the MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC) project \[[@CR30]\], a mutation screening study \[[@CR31]\], the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project \[[@CR32]\], and bacteriophage PhiX 174RF1 DNA samples \[[@CR7]\] and compared the results with those obtained by using shadow linear regression. The proposed empirical approach provided more accurate error rate estimations than shadow linear regression for all the scenarios in which the assumption of linearity was not valid and provided similar error rates when the assumption of linearity was valid. We also applied the empirical error rate estimation approach to assess the sequencing error rates for real sample data from MAQC, mutation screening, ENCODE, and PhiX DNA samples.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Shadow regression overview {#Sec3}
--------------------------

Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] made the important observation that the number of shadows due to sequencing errors increases linearly with the number of reads sequenced, whereas the number of true shadows is independent of the number of reads sequenced. In the current study, we employed and modified the definitions and notations from the Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] study.

Specifically, given a sequence *t* in a sample, the total number of reads can be given as *r*~*t*~ = *n*~*t*~ + *e*~*t*~, where, *r*~*t*~ is the total number of reads with sequence *t*, *n*~*t*~ is the number of reads that are error free with sequence *t*, and *e*~*t*~ is the number of reads that contain sequencing errors with sequence *t*. In practice, one would not know the true error-free sequence reads. Wang et al. first converted a sequence file (i.e., FASTQ format with equal length for all reads) from a sample into a read counts file. The number of reads for each sequence was counted over the sample, and then the authors ranked all the sequences according to the read counts (see an example of read counts in Additional file [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}). The top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies in a sample were selected as the error-free sequences and used to calculate *n*~*t*~ and *e*~*t*~ in a different sequence *t*. The shadows of a given sequence *t* were defined as the reads differing from the error-free reads by up to two bases, which was deemed by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] to be sufficiently similar to the given error-free sequence *t* to estimate substitution errors. Finally, the top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies in a sample were excluded from the assessment of the shadow counts.
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Empirical per-read error rate with smoothing splines {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------

The error rates assessed by shadow linear regression were based on the assumption of a linear relationship between the error-free read counts and shadow counts. However, the real data examples in Wang et al.'s paper (e.g., Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) show that for many types of sequencing data the relationship between error-free read counts and shadow counts does not follow a linear trend. In these situations, shadow regression based on a linear assumption might lead to a biased estimation of the sequence error rate. Therefore, in this study, we employed the cubic smoothing spline and robust smoothing spline methods to model the relationship between the error-free read counts and the shadow counts; the piecewise curve resulting from these spline methods is capable of capturing relationships of widely varying form and tends to avoid erratic behavior near the extremes of the data \[[@CR33]\]. Based on the empirical read-shadow relationship, we proposed the error rate estimation as a function of error-free read counts, which we hypothesized would be more useful in practice than the shadow regression approach for estimating error rates.

We first used the cubic smoothing spline method \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\] to model the shadow counts (*s*~*t*~) as a function of the error-free read counts (*n*~*t*~). The cubic smoothing spline method fits a smooth curve to a set of observations using a cubic function \[[@CR35], [@CR36]\]. Specifically, given a set of observations of error-free read counts and shadow counts, (*n*~*1*~, *s*~*1*~), (*n*~*2*~, *s*~*2*~), ..., (*n*~*m*~, *s*~*m*~), *n*~*1*~  *\< n*~*2*~  *\< ... \< n*~*m*~, we modeled the relationship between *n*~*i*~ and *s*~*i*~ as a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the fitted model of shadow counts as a spline function of error-free read counts, we used the definition of the per-read error rate used by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\]. Let *n*~*1*~, *n*~*2*~, ..., *n*~*m*~ be the read counts of *m* sequences, where *n*~*1*~ \< *n*~*2*~, ..., *n*~*m-1*~ \< *n*~*m*~, and let *Ŝ*~1~, *Ŝ*~2~, ..., *Ŝ*~m~ be the corresponding fitted values of shadow counts using the smoothing spline approaches described above. Given a sequence *t* with read count *n*~*t*~ and fitted shadow count *Ŝ*~t~, we defined the per-read error rate as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Estimation of error rates using this definition also assumes the increasing number of shadows with the increasing number of read counts in the presence of sequencing errors, but this definition allows error rates to vary by read counts, whereas the Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] approach assumes the error rate to be a constant irrespective of the number of reads. For the purpose of comparison with the Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] approach, we also defined a sample per-read empirical error rate. Given a sample with *m* sequences, we randomly sampled 1000 numbers of read counts from *n*~*1*~ to *n*~*m*~ and calculated the per-read error rates for each of these read counts using the fitted spline. The median of these per-read error rates was reported as a sample per-read empirical error rate (henceforth denoted as EER).

Next-generation sequencing data {#Sec5}
-------------------------------

We used next-generation sequencing data from four projects\--the MicroArray Quality Control (MAQC) project (mRNA-seq) \[[@CR30]\], a mutation screening study (re-sequencing) \[[@CR31]\], the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) project (mRNA-seq) \[[@CR32]\], and bacteriophage PhiX 174RF1 (PhiX) DNA samples \[[@CR7]\]\--to perform the simulations and demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed empirical error rate estimation approach. PhiX DNA data in FASTQ format were generated by the Center for Cancer Computational Biology at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and provided by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\]. The other three data sets are publicly available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive \[[@CR39]\] in FASTQ format with equal read lengths in each sample. All the data were converted to read counts using the shadow regression program provided by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\].

MAQC brain experiment 2 data {#Sec6}
----------------------------

The MAQC project was initiated to address concerns about the reliability of microarray technology \[[@CR30]\]. This project provided gene expression levels measured from two RNA samples, including a Universal Human Reference RNA from Stratagene and a Human Brain Reference RNA from Ambion, in four titration pools on seven microarray platforms with three expression methodologies. In this study, we used the sequence data from the MAQC brain experiment 2 (Sequence Read Archive \[SRA\]010153), including 14 samples on two flowcells (SRX016366 and SRX016368) run on the Illumina 1G Genome Analyzer with each sample containing \~12 million reads.

Mutation screening resequencing data {#Sec7}
------------------------------------

The mutation screening study provided re-sequencing data (SRA010105) from 24 patients with X-linked mental retardation (XLMR) for mutations in 86 previously identified XLMR genes, using a method that combined a novel droplet-based multiplex PCR method and next-generation sequencing \[[@CR31]\]. An Illumina/Solexa Genome Analzer II platform was used to perform the sequencing, and each sample contained \~12 million reads.

ENCODE transcriptome data {#Sec8}
-------------------------

The ENCODE project used high-throughput approaches to provide a biologically more informative representation of the human genome \[[@CR32]\]. The ENCODE pilot phase included more than 200 experimental and computational data sets from 35 groups \[[@CR32]\]. In this study, we used the ENCODE human mRNA sequence data (SRA001150), including 5 samples of human cell line K562 (SRX000570) run on the Illumina 1G Genome Analyzer; each sample contained \~12 million reads.

PhiX DNA data {#Sec9}
-------------

The bacteriophage PhiX 174 is an icosahedral virus. It contains a closed circular single-stranded DNA molecule with 5386 nucleotide bases \[[@CR40]\]. PhiX 174 was the first DNA-based genome for which the complete nucleotide sequence was successfully determined \[[@CR40]--[@CR42]\]. In this study, we used two PhiX DNA samples provided by Wang et al., which were generated from the Center for Cancer Computational Biology at Dana-Farber \[[@CR7]\]. The PhiX DNA samples were sequenced using Illumina. One sample contained \~14.6 million reads, and the other contained \~25.7 million reads.

Simulation approaches {#Sec10}
---------------------

We performed simulation studies to investigate the performance of the proposed EER and compare it with the SRER. We used two approaches to perform the simulation: (1) Wang et al.'s simulation approach and (2) a new frequency-based simulation approach described below.

Wang et al. simulation approach {#Sec11}
-------------------------------

In the Wang et al. study \[[@CR7]\], the simulation was conducted based on a sample from the MAQC brain experiment 2 (SRR037440) using calibration. The authors considered reads uniquely mapped to the reference genome with no mismatches as error-free reads and then added substitution errors based on pre-specified base-specific error rates, which were estimated from the sample SRR037440 by counting the number of mismatches to the reference genome at each base. To mimic the Wang et al. simulation procedure, we used the same sample (SRR037440) to retrieve the error-free reads and estimate the pre-specified base-specific error rates. In particular, we retrieved \~4.4 million perfectly matched reads from the SRR037440 sample, which originally had \~12 million reads. We used several approaches to estimate the pre-specified base-specific error rates. In our first approach, we aligned the reads to the reference genome, marked the mismatch locations, and then calculated base-specific error rates as a percentage of the mismatch nucleotides at each location (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}(C)). In our second approach, we located all unprocessed reads for each sequence, recorded locations and numbers of mismatch nucleotides, and calculated the base-specific error rates from the total number of mismatch nucleotides at each location (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}(D)). However, we found that neither of these approaches could obtain the same base-specific error rates shown in the Wang et al. study. Thus, we included the pre-specified base-specific error rates used in their study, which we extracted approximately from the figures in the article \[[@CR7]\] (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}(E)). In addition, we used the base-specific error rates for sample SRR037440 obtained from the shadow regression software developed by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\] as another set of pre-specified base-specific error rates (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}(F)).

The Wang et al. simulation approach assumed an underlying linear relationship between the error-free read counts and shadow counts, no matter which base-specific error rate was used. Therefore, the data simulated by using the Wang et al. simulation approach would not reflect the non-linear relationships between error-free read counts and shadow counts (Additional file [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}(A)). For example, in some samples, when the number of error-free read counts is low, the shadow counts may decrease as the error-free read counts increase. Therefore, we proposed a frequency-based simulation approach to generate the error-free read counts and shadow counts directly, which can mimic the real sequence counts of the data structure.

Frequency-based simulation approach {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------

Given the counts of all sequence reads in a real sample, we followed the same procedure described in Wang et al. to obtain the error-free read counts (*n*~*i*~) and shadow counts (*s*~*i*~) for *N* sequence reads, *i* = 1, 2, ... *N* and *n*~*1*~ \< *n*~*2*~, ..., *n*~*N-1*~ \< *n*~*N*~. We selected the top *N* reads with the highest frequencies to be the error-free reads and obtained the corresponding read counts (*n*~*i*~); we then mapped all the rest of the sequences in the sample to the error-free reads to identify the corresponding shadow counts (*s*~*i*~). We used *N* = 1000, as suggested in Wang et al. Based on the read counts and shadow counts in the real sample, we first constructed a frequency table for the error-free read counts (*n*~*i*~) using pre-specified bin widths. Because in most of the samples we investigated, the error-free read counts became very sparse when they were large, we used unequal bin widths to avoid having almost empty bins. Within each bin of the error-free read counts, we then constructed a frequency table for the shadow counts (*s*~*i*~) using pre-specified equal bin widths. Given *M* bins for error-free read counts and *L* bins for shadow counts within each of the error-free read count bins, the frequencies can be written as *p*~*j*~, *j* = 1, 2, ..., *M*, for error-free read counts and *q*~*kj*~, *k* = 1, 2, ...., *L* and *j* = 1, 2, ..., *M*, for shadow counts. To sample a pair of observations (*n*~*new*~, *s*~*new*~), we first sampled two independent random numbers, *U* \~ uniform(0, 1) and *V* \~ uniform(0,1). If *U* ∈ \[∑~*i* = 1~^*j*^*p*~*i*~, ∑~*i* = 1~^*j* + 1^*p*~*i*~), we sampled *n*~*new*~ \~ uniform(*n*~*j*~, *n*~*j+1*~), where *n*~*j*~ and *n*~*j+1*~ are the endpoints for the corresponding bin *j* of read counts. Further, within the read counts bin *j*, if *V* ∈ \[∑~*i* = 1~^*k*^*q*~*ij*~, ∑~*i* = 1~^*k* + 1^*q*~*ij*~), we sampled *s*~*new*~ \~ uniform(*s*~*k*~, *s*~*k+1*~), where *s*~*k*~ and *s*~*k+1*~ are the endpoints for the corresponding bin *k* of shadow counts. With this approach, we can generate more pairs of error-free read and shadow counts (i.e., \> 1000).

A comparison between the Wang et al. simulation approach and our proposed frequency-based simulation approach, using the SRR037440 sample, showed that unlike the frequency-based approach, the Wang et al. simulation approach does not mimic the observed non-linear data relationship between error-free read and shadow counts (Additional files [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, we applied only the proposed frequency-based simulation approach in the simulation studies. We generated data based on the information from samples from the four data sets described above. For each sample, the median EER was calculated based on 1000 replicates and compared with the median SRER. For all the simulations, we considered the top 1000 reads of the sample of interest with the highest frequencies as the error-free reads and then determined the shadow counts accordingly, which were then used to generate the frequency tables for the simulations. Based on the frequency tables, we generated 1000 pairs of error-free reads and shadow counts for each replicate. For the simulation data sets, we also defined an expected per-read error rate as ∑~*i*~*s*~*i*~/(∑~*i*~*s*~*i*~ + ∑~*i*~*n*~*i*~), where *s*~*i*~ and *n*~*i*~ are the shadow count and error-free read count, respectively, for sequence *i*, *i* = 1, ..., *M*. Note that *M* = 1000 in the simulation studies, as we generated 1000 pairs of error-free read and shadow counts.

Results {#Sec13}
=======

Simulation results {#Sec14}
------------------

As shown in Additional files [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}, using the frequency-based simulation approach can better capture the relationship between error-free read and shadow counts, therefore, we used this simulation approach to perform further simulations based on next-generation sequencing data from the MAQC, mutation screening, ENCODE, and PhiX DNA sample data sets. We compared the performance of our proposed EER approach using the cubic or robust smoothing spline method (EER_CS or EER_RS, respectively) with that of the SRER approach.

Simulation results for MAQC data {#Sec15}
--------------------------------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows the median error rates (based on 1000 replicates) obtained using the shadow linear regression approach and the proposed smoothing spline approaches, based on the next-generation sequencing data from the MAQC study. We have also reported the expected error rates (calculated as described above) and the estimation biases, which were calculated as the absolute differences between the estimated error rates and the expected error rates. For all 14 samples of MAQC data, both smoothing spline approaches provided more accurate estimations of the error rates with less bias than the shadow linear regression approach. Both smoothing spline approaches performed very similarly. For example, for sample SRR037452, the median expected error rate in the simulation was 0.3305. Using SRER, the median estimated error rate was 0.2578, with a bias of 0.0727 compared to the expected error rate. In contrast, EER_CS and EER_RS had median estimated error rates of 0.3104 and 0.3096, respectively, with biases of 0.0201 and 0.0209, respectively. From these results, we can observe that the SRER approach underestimated the error rates, while the smoothing spline approaches provided more accurate estimated error rates.Table 1Median error rates in MAQC data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approaches^a^SamplesExpected ERSRERSRER BiasEER_CSEER_CS BiasEER_RSEER_RS BiasSRR0374520.33050.25780.07270.31040.02010.30960.0209SRR0374530.19170.15840.03330.18240.00930.18180.0099SRR0374540.23540.15150.08390.20600.02940.20590.0295SRR0374550.17590.14480.03110.16750.00840.16680.0091SRR0374560.23120.16220.06900.20370.02750.20350.0277SRR0374570.18410.14800.03610.17770.00640.17710.0070SRR0374580.26530.23210.03320.25820.00710.25750.0078SRR0374590.23710.19430.04280.22020.01690.22030.0168SRR0374600.25300.20180.05120.25030.00270.24900.0040SRR0374610.21800.17040.04760.21050.00750.21040.0076SRR0374620.24430.17340.07090.23220.01210.23080.0135SRR0374630.21540.16540.05000.20230.01310.20450.0109SRR0374640.26240.16660.09580.23920.02320.24030.0221SRR0374650.21450.17420.04030.20380.01070.20370.0108^a^Based on 1000 replicates. The frequency-based simulation approach was applied. For each replicate, we considered the top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies as the error-free reads and generated 1000 pairs of error-free read counts and shadow counts*Expected ER* expected error rate in simulation studies*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*SRER Bias* the absolute value of the difference between SRER and Expected ER*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_CS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_CS and Expected ER*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing spline*EER_RS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_RS and Expected ER

Simulation results for mutation screening resequencing data {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} reports the median error rates obtained using the SRER approach and the two EER approaches, based on next-generation sequencing data from a mutation screening study. Similar to the results from the MAQC samples, all 24 mutation screening resequencing samples yielded error rates for the smoothing spline approaches that were more accurate than or comparable to the estimations of error rates for SRER. For example, in sample SRR032566, the median of the expected error rate in the simulation was 0.0734. Using SRER, the median of the estimated error rate was 0.0412, with a bias of 0.0323 compared with the expected error rate. Using the smoothing spline approaches, the median of the estimated error rate was 0.0705 for both approaches, with a very small bias of 0.0029.Table 2Median error rates in mutation screening data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approaches^a^SamplesExpected ERSRERSRER BiasEER_CSEER_CS BiasEER_RSEER_RS BiasSRR0325650.19910.04930.14980.10800.09110.10820.0910SRR0325660.07340.04120.03230.07050.00290.07050.0029SRR0325670.20030.05420.14610.11110.08920.11110.0893SRR0325680.20400.04370.16030.10570.09840.10720.0968SRR0325690.15980.05090.10890.10180.05800.10140.0585SRR0325700.09850.06410.03450.09590.00260.09540.0032SRR0325710.12360.05750.06610.14060.01700.14060.0170SRR0325720.14950.05300.09650.11810.03140.11730.0323SRR0325730.17790.09120.08670.15180.02610.15060.0273SRR0325740.09860.03840.06020.06260.03610.06180.0368SRR0325750.11690.08390.03300.12280.00590.12270.0058SRR0325760.15540.09450.06090.18870.03330.18800.0326SRR0325770.10520.06940.03590.10540.00020.10550.0002SRR0325780.11430.04480.06950.10770.00670.10760.0067SRR0325800.08700.06190.02510.11690.02980.11630.0292SRR0325810.07700.03470.04240.07520.00180.07510.0019SRR0325820.04000.00410.03590.03090.00910.03100.0090SRR0325830.12240.07070.05170.12790.00550.12800.0056SRR0325840.12900.05400.07500.10520.02380.10320.0259SRR0325860.04450.01020.03430.02870.01580.02870.0159SRR0325870.14860.07860.07000.15620.00760.15520.0066SRR0325880.12400.04700.07700.10240.02160.10210.0220SRR0335430.11510.05870.05640.08280.03230.08320.0318SRR0335440.12670.05240.07430.10860.01810.10850.0182^a^Based on 1000 replicates. The frequency-based simulation approach was applied. For each replicate, we considered the top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies as the error-free reads and generated 1000 pairs of error-free read counts and shadow counts*Expected ER* expected error rate in simulation studies*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*SRER Bias* the absolute value of the difference between SRER and Expected ER*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_CS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_CS and Expected ER*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing spline*EER_RS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_RS and Expected ER

Simulation results for ENCODE transcriptome data {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------------

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} reports the median error rates obtained using different approaches based on next-generation sequencing data from the ENCODE study. The five samples from the ENCODE study had higher expected error rates than the samples in the MAQC and mutation screening studies, which might have been due to relatively large shadow counts that corresponded with smaller error-free read counts Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}(C). In this situation, the smoothing spline approaches still performed better than shadow linear regression. For example, in sample SRR002056, the expected error rate was 0.3646, and the estimated error rates were 0.2906, 0.3270, and 0.3233 for SRER, EER_CS, and EER_RS, respectively, with biases of 0.0740, 0.0376, and 0.0413, respectively.Table 3Median error rates in ENCODE data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approaches^a^SamplesExpected ERSRERSRER BiasEER_CSEER_CS BiasEER_RSEER_RS BiasSRR0020530.55480.41530.13950.46090.09390.45650.0983SRR0020560.36460.29060.07400.32700.03760.32330.0413SRR0020650.45780.33710.12070.37400.08380.37010.0877SRR0050920.63000.40470.22530.47970.15030.47270.1573SRR0050930.48390.39280.09110.42210.06180.41730.0666^a^Based on 1000 replicates. The frequency-based simulation approach was applied. For each replicate, we considered the top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies as the error-free reads and generated 1000 pairs of error-free read counts and shadow counts*Expected ER* expected error rate in simulation studies*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*SRER Bias* the absolute value of the difference between SRER and Expected ER*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_CS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_CS and Expected ER*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing spline*EER_RS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_RS and Expected ER

Simulation results for PhiX DNA data {#Sec18}
------------------------------------

Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} reports the median error rates obtained using different approaches based on the next-generation sequencing data from two PhiX DNA samples. For both samples, the smoothing spline approaches provided more accurate estimations of the error rates than did shadow linear regression. For example, in sample 100217, the median of the expected error rate in the simulation was 0.0323. Using SRER, the median of the estimated error rate was 0.0250, with a bias of 0.0073 compared to the expected error rate. The median estimated error rate for EER_CS and EER_RS was 0.0315, resulting in a much smaller bias of 0.0008 for both approaches.Table 4Median error rates in PhiX DNA data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approaches^a^SamplesExpected ERSRERSRER BiasEER_CSEER_CS BiasEER_RSEER_RS Bias1002170.03230.02500.00730.03150.00080.03150.00081005140.01520.01430.00090.01520.00000.01520.0000^a^Based on 1000 replicates. The frequency-based simulation approach was applied. For each replicate, we considered the top 1000 reads with the highest frequencies as the error-free reads and generated 1000 pairs of error-free read counts and shadow counts*Expected ER* expected error rate in simulation studies*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*SRER Bias* the absolute value of the difference between SRER and Expected ER*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_CS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_CS and Expected ER*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing spline*EER_RS Bias* the absolute value of the difference between EER_RS and Expected ER

Next-generation sequencing data analysis results {#Sec19}
------------------------------------------------

We applied our smoothing spline approaches to evaluate the error rates for the next-generation sequencing data from MAQC, mutation screening, ENCODE and PhiX DNA samples, and compared error rates using our smoothing spline approaches and shadow linear regression. The estimated error rates are reported in Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}, [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}, respectively, for samples from the MAQC, mutation screening, ENCODE, and PhiX DNA data sets. From the results we can observe that the smoothing spline approaches always provided relatively higher estimates of the error rates. For example, in sample SRR037454 from MAQC (Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}), the estimated error rates were 0.1596, 0.2041, and 0.2196, respectively, for SRER, EER_CS, and EER_RS. This was expected given that shadow linear regression tended to underestimate the error rates in the simulation results.Table 5Error rates in real MAQC data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approachesSamplesSREREER_CSEER_RSSRR0374520.26950.31240.3362SRR0374530.15980.18190.1822SRR0374540.15960.20410.2196SRR0374550.14820.16940.1700SRR0374560.16570.20620.2162SRR0374570.15410.17960.1793SRR0374580.23860.25730.2575SRR0374590.19960.22160.2233SRR0374600.20270.25040.2647SRR0374610.17790.20580.2093SRR0374620.18580.23290.2319SRR0374630.17710.20190.2072SRR0374640.18500.23770.2448SRR0374650.18420.20190.2070*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing splineTable 6Error rates in real mutation screening data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approachesSamplesSREREER_CSEER_RSSRR0325650.07530.11670.1206SRR0325660.05840.07460.0745SRR0325670.08460.14200.1446SRR0325680.06860.15660.1566SRR0325690.05970.10150.1020SRR0325700.06910.09730.0954SRR0325710.07240.14000.1400SRR0325720.08180.16110.1593SRR0325730.16020.27560.2752SRR0325740.05570.10040.1053SRR0325750.08820.11910.1179SRR0325760.11010.19150.1899SRR0325770.07620.12820.1280SRR0325780.13650.18740.1873SRR0325800.07270.12620.1266SRR0325810.09810.05060.0511SRR0325820.09410.16890.1679SRR0325830.11410.20570.2042SRR0325840.08490.09630.0742SRR0325860.06230.36060.3621SRR0325870.08570.15240.1532SRR0325880.07010.14460.1440SRR0335430.08020.10840.1102SRR0335440.11750.15880.1586*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing splineTable 7Error rates in real ENCODE data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approachesSamplesSREREER_CSEER_RSSRR0020530.41340.44690.4453SRR0020560.32250.30200.3355SRR0020650.38420.39180.3913SRR0050920.46280.48840.4776SRR0050930.40900.47240.4013*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing splineTable 8Error rates in real PhiX DNA data using shadow linear regression and smoothing spline approachesSamplesSREREER_CSEER_RS1002170.02610.03170.03151005140.01420.01550.0157*SRER* error rate estimated using shadow regression*EER_CS* empirical error rate estimated using cubic smoothing spline*EER_RS* empirical error rate estimated using robust smoothing spline

Discussion {#Sec20}
==========

Due to its high-throughput capacity and low cost, next-generation sequencing has been widely used to address a diverse range of biological problems. However, because the higher error rates in next-generation short-read sequencing data can impact the downstream genomic analyses, it is critical to accurately assess these error rates before genomic analyses are performed. We have proposed an empirical approach that more accurately estimates error rates for next-generation, short-read sequencing data than other available approaches.

In this paper, we first reviewed the shadow linear regression approach for short sequencing read error rate estimation proposed by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\]. The shadow regression approach was developed based on the assumption of a linear relationship between the number of reads sequenced and the number of shadows. The linear assumption may be appropriate if one could plot the counts of true error-free reads and associated shadow counts obtained using only the reads containing errors. However, the sequencing data is noisy and such information is not identifiable. Therefore, the proposed approach to compute a sample-level error rate using the median of the error rates obtained at different values of error-free read counts and corresponding fitted shadow counts is likely to be more robust. From the sample next-generation sequencing data presented in the Wang et al. paper \[[@CR7]\], the linear assumption for the read-shadow relationship might hold for the PhiX DNA sequencing data, but it is not valid for the mRNA sequencing data (MAQC and ENCODE) or the mutation screening re-sequencing data (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, we employed smoothing spline approaches to model the nonlinear read-shadow relationship and proposed an empirical approach to estimate the short-read sequencing error rates. The smoothing spline approaches can control the smoothness through the tuning parameter in the penalty term instead of the number and location of knots, which provides the same fit with fewer parameters, and in turn, reduces the likelihood of overfitting the data \[[@CR25]\]. Although one could use the linear smoothing spline, in our paper we used the cubic smoothing spline because we desired a smoother interpolating function. Moreover, in addition to the cubic smoothing spline, to improve the robustness of the spline, we also used the robust smoothing spline, employing an iterative re-weighted smoothing spline algorithm with the inverse of the absolute value of the residuals as the weights. We then compared the proposed empirical error rate approach with the shadow linear regression approach using simulation studies. The results from the simulation studies showed that the shadow linear regression underestimated error rates while the proposed empirical approach provided more accurate estimations of the error rates. This was true even for the DNA sequencing data, where the linear read-shadow relationship might be valid.

In practice, the true sample genome sequence might not be the same as the reference genome sequence due to polymorphisms or duplications. Therefore, we performed additional simulations with two scenarios: (1) there is one polymorphism for every 1000 base pairs as was assumed in Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\]; and (2) there are two base-pair duplications for every 1000 base pairs. It is important to note that these assumptions are specific for simulating the data and are not required for the shadow-based methods. Specifically, based on the reads of sample SRR037440, uniquely mapped to the reference genome with no mismatches, we added one polymorphism or two base-pair duplications per 1000 base pairs and considered the resulting reads as error-free reads. We then added substitution errors based on pre-specified base-specific error rates. In both scenarios, our proposed approach provided accurate results. For example, in the scenario where we assumed that there was one polymorphism per 1000 base pairs, the expected error rate in the simulation was 0.1977. The estimated error rates using the cubic smoothing spline and robust smoothing spline were 0.1973 and 0.1989, respectively. In the scenario where we assumed that there were two base-pair duplications per 1000 base pairs, the expected error rate in the simulation was 0.1728. The estimated error rates were 0.1722 and 0.1761, respectively, using the cubic smoothing spline and robust smoothing spline. These results showed that the proposed approach is not affected by the polymorphisms or duplications as well as the validity of the shadow-based approaches.

We applied the proposed approach to real data from studies of MAQC, mutation screening, ENCODE, and PhiX DNA and compared the results with those obtained using the shadow linear regression approach. The results showed that shadow regression provided relatively low error rates compared to the proposed approach. For example, for the MAQC mRNA sequencing data, our approach yielded error rates between \~17 and \~32 %, whereas shadow regression provided error rates of \~15 to \~27 %. The lower error rates estimated by the shadow regression method could be attributed to the linear assumption, which is not valid in some real data sets, as can be seen by even simple visual inspection (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). When analyzing the DNA sequencing data, for which the linear relationship might be valid, the proposed approach provided estimations of error rates similar to those obtained using shadow linear regression.

To better investigate the performance of the proposed approach, we developed a frequency-based simulation approach to capture the nonlinear relationship between the number of reads sequenced and the number of reads that contained errors based on the sequencing reads from real data sets. We compared these two simulation approaches and showed that in the data generated using the Wang et al. simulation approach the shadow counts increased linearly as the error-free read counts increased, whereas in the data generated using our frequency-based simulation approach, the patterns were similar to those in the original sample data (Additional files [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}).

For the proposed empirical error rates, we adapted the original definition of per-read error rate used by Wang et al. \[[@CR7]\], which was the proportion of reads containing sequencing errors among all the reads in a sample. Instead of using the slope from the linear model, we defined the empirical error rate as a function of the error-free read count. That is, in a given sample, the error rate could vary on the basis of the number of reads sequenced, which might be practically more robust than the shadow regression in which one fixed error rate is provided for a given sample. We also defined a sample-level error rate using the median of the error rates obtained using different numbers of error-free read counts and corresponding fitted shadow counts.

Both the proposed empirical approach and the shadow regression can be affected by outliers. Therefore, we suggest pre-processing the sequence data before data analysis using standard statistical approaches, such as boxplot rule (i.e., based on the upper and lower quartiles of the data sample distribution), chi-squared test \[[@CR43]\], Dixon test \[[@CR44]\], and Grubbs' test \[[@CR45]\]. One can also consider alternative approaches that might be more robust to outliers such as the quantile regression \[[@CR46]\] or Akima spline \[[@CR47], [@CR48]\]. In this study, we showed the application of the proposed approaches to data from several sequencing experiments, such as DNA sequencing, mRNA sequencing and re-sequencing. We also showed that the shadow-based approaches are valid when polymorphisms and duplications are present. Because the shadow-based approaches (i.e., shadow regression and our proposed approaches) are independent of the reference genome, they can be applied to other types of sequencing experiments, such as extensive polymorphisms, isoforms, or the microbiome. In particular, as the approaches consider only the reads that differ from the error-free reads by up to two bases as the shadows (i.e., reads with errors), the reads with many differences, such as extensive polymorphisms, isoforms or microbiome data, will not be counted as shadows in the analysis.

Conclusion {#Sec21}
==========

In summary, we proposed an empirical error rate estimation approach in which cubic and robust smoothing splines were used to model the read-shadow relationship. The proposed approach does not assume a linear relationship between the error-free reads and shadows counts and provides more accurate estimations of error rates for next-generation, short-read sequencing data.

Availability of data and materials {#Sec22}
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The datasets of MAQC, re-sequencing and ENCODE used for the analyses described in this paper were obtained from National Center for Biotechnology Information Sequence Read Archive (Accession numbers: SRX016366 and SRX016368 for MAQC; SRX000570 for ENCODE; and SRX012886, SRX012887, SRX012888, SRX012889, SRX012890, SRX012891, SRX012892, SRX012893, SRX012894, SRX012895, SRX012896, SRX012897, SRX012898, SRX012899, SRX012900, SRX012901, SRX012902, SRX012903, SRX012904, SRX012905, SRX012906, SRX012907, SRX012908, and SRX012909 for mutation screening). The bacteriophage PhiX 174RF1 (PhiX) DNA data were generated by the Center for Cancer Computational Biology at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute and provided by Drs. Xin Victoria Wang and Giovanni Parmigiani, Dana-Farber Cancer Institute. The data supporting the results of this article are included within the article and its additional files: Additional files [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [2](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}, [3](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"} and [4](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"} which are referenced in the main text.
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